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Erasmi & Carstens GmbH
NEW! Collection „Carstens International“
We are proud to present you our new Collection. Carstens reflects the historical
views of the city of Lübeck on the high-quality newly designed packaging, partly hot
gold-plated and embossed. All varieties are made of high-quality Lübeck fine
marzipan in dark chocolate and guarantee unforgettable pleasure. Thus, each
product is a perfect gift for loved ones or even for yourself.

Carstens Lübeck Superior Selection Hearts & Bars
The Carstens Superior Selection gift boxes are always a great idea for a give away.
The Duo of Hearts & Bars the traditional marzipan duo in two formats is found
something for every taste.

Carstens Lübeck Superior Marzipan Hearts or Bars
Beautifully wrapped in a practical foil, discover four delicate Luebeck Superior
Marzipan hearts or bars of each 12,5g covered in fine dark chocolate. Perfect to
enjoy individually on the go, at home or at work, or to share with your loved ones.

Carstens Lübeck Superior Marzipan Hearts in a
pillow box
Four Marzipan hearts of each 12,5g covered in fine dark chocolate. Beautifully
wrapped in a practical foil, in a pillow box as a perfect gift for loved ones discover
four delicate Luebeck Superior Marzipan. Perfect to gift or to share with your loved
ones.

Lübeck superior marzipan loaves Chocolatecovered
Of course, Carstens assortment would not be complete without traditional
marzipan loaves. The selection ranges 125g loaves and the large 200g marzipan
loaf made from this delicate and succulent Lübeck marzipan enrobed with crisp,
dark chocolate.

For more information visit our Sweets Export Guide (SEG) www.online-seg.de
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Dark Chocolate Bar
Delicious dark chocolate bars filled with Luebeck Fine Marzipan. Dark chocolate
combined with a soft-juicy filling made from real Luebeck Fine Marzipan provide a
very special taste experience. A must-have for all friends of Luebeck and Chocolate
Bars.
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